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A novel compensation method for polygonized mesa structures on (100)
silicon substrate
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Abstract: A theoretical compensation method for polygonized mesa structures on (100) silicon substrate during the
anisotropic etching process has been developed, which contains four stages as follows: prepare the information of the
etching condition; predict the structure’s undercutting profile; construct the topological structure of compensation pat-
terns; and generate practical compensation patterns from the topological structure. The reasoning process is clearly
stated, and detailed steps for the undercutting prediction and topological structure construction are summarized. Con-
clusions are also drawn about the rules which must be obeyed during the pattern generation process. The simulation
and experimental results of some polygon structures are finally given to prove this method’s validity and reliability.
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1. Introduction

Silicon wet anisotropic etching with KOH solution is an
important technology for bulk-micromachining. However, it
causes undesired undercutting at most convex cornersŒ1; 2�. As
the structures of MEMS devices are becoming more and more
ingenious, the impact of this defect is becomingmore andmore
seriousŒ1�4�. We expect a general method for generating suit-
able compensation patterns for any convex corner to offset the
undesired erosion. However, the existing type of this method
is mainly for rectangle structuresŒ7; 11�, and mostly concluded
from experimental resultsŒ10; 11�. The lack of theoretical re-
search will restrict the design patterns.

In this paper, we work on h110i edged (100) substrate with
30 wt% KOH solution at 70 ıC. According to the DFM (de-
sign for manufacture) theoryŒ5; 6�, the defect within prediction
can always be prevented in advance. Hence, because the poly-
gon structures are irregular and flexible, before the compensa-
tion method, we have to figure out the undercutting prediction
method first. So, the realization process of the compensation
for polygon structures consists of two main methods: the pre-
diction method and the compensation method.

We divide the introduction paragraphs into three parts. In
the first part, we will give a full theoretical description of
the whole design method. A convenient way to determine the
undercutting profile for the polygon structures has been con-
cluded, which realizes the prediction by detailed border clas-
sification and accurate calculation. Moreover, the concept of
topological fieldŒ12� is introduced to define the boundary of
most compensation patterns. Also, the rules which must be
obeyed during the practical compensation pattern generation
process have been summarized. In the second part, we use
square and octagon as examples to realize the method, and
get the analysis results. In the last part, we verify the method
by comparing the analysis results with the simulation results
and the experimental results. Compared to the existing research

findings, this method has extensive applicability and theoreti-
cal significance, and it is applicable formost polygon structures
in the wet anisotropic etching process.

2. Method description

2.1. Stage one: preparation

Under our condition of h110i edged (110) silicon substrate
with 30 wt% KOH solution, (311) emerges to be the fast-
etching plane, and it meets the (100) substrate at the h310i

direction. Meanwhile, the non-etching plane (111) meets the
substrate at the h110i direction. The h100i direction is the inter-
secting line between different (100) planesŒ4; 7�. The first step
for preparation is to find out the two-dimensional etching rates
of all these intersecting lines.

As our object is the polygonized mesa structure, the bor-
ders’ etching rates have to be taken into account. According to
the conclusion of anisotropic etching simulation functionŒ8; 9�,
another preparation step should be to figure out every border’s
etching rate for the destination structure.

2.2. Stage two: undercutting prediction

Aswe know, during the silicon anisotropic etching process,
undercutting is always dominated by the fast-etching direc-
tionsŒ4�. In addition, according to existing experimental results,
the deformed structure under the same etching environment is
doubtlessŒ9�. Hence, the undercutting phenomenon must have
its own theory.

In order to avoid the confusion of border erosion and cor-
ner undercutting, a square made of h110i directions becomes
an ideal research model because the border’s etching rate is
considered to be zero. Combining the mechanism model of the
anisotropic etching process and some experimental results, we
arrive at the conclusion that the deformed corner must be the
smallest obtuse corner which is larger than the original one at
the same timeŒ3; 4; 10�. Figure 1 shows all the possible undercut-
ting directions around a h110i oriented square. For each corner,
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Fig. 1. h310i directions around a square.

Fig. 2. Simulation result of a square.

it has only four h310i directions, which make up two groups.
Apparently, with this restriction, the direction of group 1 will
not emerge, because the angle is smaller than the target cor-
ner itself. The square will be only deformed by the direction of
group 2. The analysis result is coincident with the simulation
result shown in Fig. 2.

Now, we redraw the square and its undercutting directions
in a h110i oriented coordinate system as shown in Fig. 3. Two
diagonals and the coordinate system divide the plane into eight
regions, and each region contains a border and its undercutting
direction. The eight borders named from a to h cover all the
borders’ relative positions. So we link each position type with
a unique h310i undercutting direction that is in the same one-
eighth region. For any convex corner structure, as long as we
classify each border’s position type, we can easily know its
relevant undercutting direction.

Although there are only eight kinds of border position, the
practical convex corner can be countless. After the border clas-
sification, we have to reconsider that whether the borders and
their undercutting directions meet the conclusion that “the de-

Fig. 3. Border classification.

Fig. 4. Unqualified border elimination.

formed corner must be the smallest obtuse corner which is
larger than the original one at the same time”, and eliminate
the directions which do not meet the cut. Figure 4 illuminates
how the restriction works. We can see that the undercutting di-
rection of border a is the only possible erosion path.

Finally, as most borders have etching rates, we need to dis-
cover their impact on the corner undercutting. For a corner with
at least one possible undercutting direction, and on its under-
cutting direction side, we define the included angle between
the border and its corner bisector as � , and the included angle
between the corner bisector and this border’s undercutting di-
rection is defined as ˛. Figure 5 displays the definition on an
arbitrary corner A: †� D †DAC , †˛ D †DAF . When they
fulfill the relationship:

vborder= sin � < vh310i= sin˛; (1)

where v stands for velocity, the convex corner will be deformed
at the undercutting direction on this border side. Otherwise, the
corner will keep its shape and the borders will just etch parallel.

Clearly, by applying the analysis method above to every
convex corner of a polygon structure, we could predict its
whole deformed shape after the anisotropic etching process
precisely.
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Fig. 5. Definitions of corners � and ˛.

Therefore, we condense the prediction stage into four steps
as:

(1) Classify every convex corner’s border into a position
type according to Fig. 3, and draw up each border’s undercut-
ting direction.

(2) Eliminate the undercutting directions which do notmeet
the conclusion that “the deformed corner must be the smallest
obtuse corner which is larger than the original corner at the
same time” as in Fig. 4.

(3) Figure out Eq. (1) with parameter values. The defini-
tions of � and ˛ are supposed to be defined as in Fig. 5, while
the borders’ etching velocities have been determined in prepa-
ration step 2. If the calculation result of Eq. (1) is tenable, the
corner will be deformed at its undercutting direction. Other-
wise, the corner needs no corner compensation.

(4) Put every corner’s undercutting prediction together to
form a whole undercutting profile of the mask layout.

2.3. Stage three: topological structure construction

For a long time, convex corner compensation has been a
key method to offset the undesired undercutting phenomenon.
However, most of the existing compensation patterns lack the-
oretical reasoning, and compensation research is mainly con-
centrated on the rectangle structureŒ11�. Based on the detailed
investigation of right-angled corner compensationŒ7�, we find
out that the essence of an ideal compensation pattern is to make
the border or the border’s undercutting direction reach the des-
tination boundary as soon as the mesa structure reaches the de-
signed depth. Hence, in the opposite way, by keeping these crit-
ical directions some certain distances away from the destina-
tion structure, we introduce the concept of topological structure
to define the infancy frame for most compensation patterns.

Around the corner which will be deformed according to the
prediction of section 2.2, the construction steps of the topolog-
ical structure could be described as follows:

(1) Translate the polygon’s borders with a nonzero etching
rate outward at distance dborder. Make sure that:

dborder=vborder D H=v.100/; (2)

where H is the etching depth.

Fig. 6. Sketch of the topological construction process.

(2) Put all h100i directions away from the destination cor-
ner apex at distance dh100i, while:

dh100i=vh100i D H=v.100/: (3)

(3) Keep all the h310i directions from the desired corner
apex at distance dh310i. The distance is supposed to fulfill the
relationship:

dh310i=vh310i D H=v.100/: (4)

(4) Let the h110i directions cross the destination corner
apex, meaning:

dh110i D 0: (5)

Figure 6 takes an arbitrary corner as an example to display
each step of this construction process separately to help under-
standing. Evidently, for a corner which will not be deformed,
its topological structure can be constructed by step 1 only. The
rest of the steps are meaningless as there is no need for corner
compensation.

2.4. Stage four: practical compensation pattern generation

The topological structure just provides a basic frame for
compensation design. The practical compensation patterns are
generated by directly fitting some directions up or connect-
ing some points with h110i directions. Anyway, all the com-
pensation patterns need to be coincident with the rules, which
are summarized as follows according to the basic truth of the
anisotropic etching process.

(1) Border compensation is prior to that of the corner.
(2) The apexes of the convex corners of the compensation

structure, whose undercutting directions are chosen as the end-
etching directions, should be on the topological boundary of
their own undercutting directions.

(3) The angle of the convex corner defined in rule 2 should
be smaller than that of the fast-etching direction.

(4) The profile of the compensation pattern cannot include
any concave corners, unless they are made of two non-etching
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Fig. 7. Relative size of the square and regular octagon.

directions, or the concave corner is larger than the angle con-
tained by any two of the non-etching directions, andmeanwhile
has one non-etching border.

3. Examples for verification

In this section, we apply the compensation method intro-
duced above to a square and a regular octagon to test the
method’s applicability. The square is treated as a particular case
of polygon structure here.

Figure 7 presents the two destination structures, and their
final dimensions are designed to be 500 �m side length and
65 �m depth.

3.1. Preparation

Because the preparation work describes the characteristic
parameters of the etching condition and the destination struc-
tures, we do the job for both of the two examples first.

Under our condition of h110i oriented (100) silicon sub-
strate with 30% KOH solution at 70 ıC, the h110i direction is
not etching. And the etching rates of h100i and h310i direction
are considered as 1 �m/min and 1.484 �m/min separatelyŒ4; 7�.

As we know, a square is made up of four h110i directions,
and a regular octagon is made up of directions h100i and h110i.
So we can figure out each border’s etching rate in Fig. 7.

3.2. Square

In section 2.2, we have already discussed the square’s un-
dercutting profile as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Hence, we skip
the prediction part and start with the topological structure con-
struction stage directly.

By following the steps of section 2.3, we get the topological
structure around the right-angled corner and name each direc-
tion as shown in Fig. 8. The distances of the corner apex to
directions h100i and h310i are figured out to be 65 �m and
96.46 �m respectively.

By fitting up different directions and borders within the
restriction of the pattern generation rules defined in section
2.4, we can get many practical compensation patterns. Here we
present four sample structures which stand for four distinctive
boundaries as shown in Fig. 9. Corner A selects line a and line
b to make triangle compensation. By linking up the intersec-
tion points of line a and line c, line b and line e, as well as line
d and line f with the h110i direction, we get the compensa-
tion pattern for corner B . Corner C illustrates the compensa-
tion with the non-etching direction h110i by using line c and

Fig. 8. Topological structure.

Fig. 9. Compensation patterns.

line m. The compensation of corner D is constituted with the
h100i directions named x–z.

3.3. Regular octagon

A regular octagon has great symmetry. To determine its un-
dercutting profile, we follow the steps of section 2.2. There are
sixteen borders of eight convex corners in an octagon as di-
vided by the two-dot chain lines. Figure 10 shows the border
classification result and their undercutting directions. With the
limitation of step 2 in stage 2, as well as the fact that the h110i

direction’s etching rate is 0, we forecast that undercutting only
occurs at every corner’s h110i side, and the h100i border will
etch parallel.

According to the expectation, we follow the steps of stage
3 to form the topological structure. Because of the regular
octagon’s symmetry, Figure 11 only shows a quarter of it.
Equally, dh110i and dh310i are still supposed to be 65 �m and
96.46 �m respectively. Abiding by the rules of stage four, Fig-
ure 12 shows four different compensation patterns generated
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Table 1. Dimensions of the destination structures.

Polygon Height (�m) Side length (�m)
Distance (�m)

d h310i d h110i d h100i

Square
65 500 96.46 0 65Regular octagon

Fig. 10. Border classification.

Fig. 11. Topological structure.

from Fig. 11. Since the border compensation is preferred and
unique, the differences of the compensation patterns are told
by the corner compensation part. The four couples of borders
for corner compensation are chosen to be line a and line b, line
d and line f , line m and line n, and line x and line z, and each
couple represents a boundary kind.

4. Simulation and experimental results

So far, we have applied the compensation method to two
polygon structures, and obtained some compensation patterns
for them. Table 1 redisplays the dimensions of the destination

Fig. 12. Compensation patterns.

Fig. 13. Simulation results of the compensation patterns. (a) Square.
(b) Regular octagon.

structures and the key distances of their compensation patterns.
The simulation process for the mask layouts defined in

Figs. 9 and 12 are carried out by the ACES (anisotropic crys-
talline etch simulation) tool. The simulation results are shown
in Fig. 13.

From Fig. 13(a), it is clear to see that the compensation pat-
tern on each corner is different, but all four right-angled corners
are completely formed. Figure 13(b) illustrates four different
compensation structures on one mask layout too. Obviously,
these simulation results are coincident with our expectation.
Corners and edges with compensation patterns are perfectly
preserved.

We do the experiment under the given conditions, and the
experimental results are collected as shown in Figs. 14 and 15.
Figure 14(a) shows the mask layout on a square, and Figure
14(b) gives its etching results. It can be clearly seen that the
surface of this square has been well protected, and the silicon
shape left on the bottom is in agreement with the simulation re-
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Fig. 14. Experimental result for the square. (a) At the beginning of the
etching. (b) At the end of the etching.

Fig. 15. Experimental result for the octagon. (a) At the beginning of
the etching. (b) At the end of the etching.

sult shown in Fig. 13(a). Equally, Figure 15(a) shows the mask
layout of an octagon, just as shown in Fig. 12, and Figure 15(b)
is the experimental result. Apparently, under the protection of
these designed compensation masks, the two target structures
are perfectly obtained. Both the simulation result and the ex-
perimental result prove the method’s validity.

5. Conclusions
In this work, we present a novel method for generating suit-

able compensation patterns for polygonized mesa structures on
(100) substrate. The method consists of four stages as follows:
preparation stage for collecting basic information on the etch-
ing condition and the destination structure; prediction stage
for identifying the undercutting profile of the structure to pro-

vide evidence for compensation design; construction stage for
making a topological structure of practical compensation pat-
terns; and final generation stage for transforming the topolog-
ical structure to generate practical compensation patterns.

The method provides a theoretical system to deal with the
mesa structures. It works very well on most polygon mesa
structures. We take a square and a regular octagon as examples
to deduce this whole method in this paper. Their simulation and
experimental results verify the method’s validity and applica-
bility. Moreover, it fills up the blank field of polygon compen-
sation, and offers much convenience for realizing DFM in the
MEMS design process.
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